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Welcome!

CEO
Strategies
Week
2017
Events

Tuesday, November 7
1:00 – 5:00 PM ET
CEO Collaboration in the cuasterisk.com Network (Past, Present, and Future)
5:00 – 6:30 PM ET
CEO Open Networking Session (Refreshments served)

Wednesday, November 8
9:00 AM – 4:30 PM ET
CEO School: Driving Solutions & Execution
5:00 – 6:30 PM ET
CEO Open Networking Session (Refreshments served)

Thursday, November 9
9:00 AM – 3:00 PM ET
CEO Roundtable

Materials covered in
all sessions will be
posted online on the
Events > CEO
Strategies page

http://cuanswers.com/events/ceostrat/ceo-strategies-week-2017/

2017 CEO School

CEO Strategies is
not just a once-ayear event . . . stay
engaged to stay on
top of things!
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2018 Boot Campers
Building Solutions in a
Cooperative (10)
▪ Kris Walpole, Aneca FCU
▪ Greg Smith, CU*NorthWest
▪ Bret Weekes, eDOC Innovations
▪ Voula Sepsakos, First United CU
▪ Mike Varley, Frankenmuth CU
▪ Kaylee Ganus, Honor CU
▪ Karen Padrevita, Metrum
Community CU
▪ Eric Wathen, Notre Dame FCU
▪ Melissa Goins, Notre Dame FCU
▪ Alayna Johnson, Sioux Empire FCU

What Makes Data Valuable? (18)
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

David Wodke, Aneca FCU
Steve Cobb, BlueOX CU
Alec Gajewski, Calcite CU
Laura Corp, Chief Financial CU
Craig Parsons, Day Air CU
Travis Lane, DOLFCU
Jonathan Weirauch, Frankenmuth CU
Zakery Lewellen, Honor CU
Maria Keller, Kellogg Community CU
Tracy Wilson, North Central Area CU
Shanna Dee, NorthStar CU
Andrea Alexander, Notre Dame FCU
Kate Siupinski, Notre Dame FCU
Rhonda Harrington, Preferred CU
Kyle Thompson, PrimeSource CU
Dan Hertzler, rkGoBig
Christie Dompierre, TBA CU
Dominic Sloma, Verve, a Credit Union

DHD
▪ Scott Flak, Community West CU
▪ Greg Smith, CU*NorthWest
▪ ??? ... deadline is December 18th!

Returning Boot Camper

Think about these as survey
responses – the number of
people who sign up for Boot
Camps tells us a lot about the
focus of CUs in 2018

I might have voted differently about which Boot Camps were
most important to the CUSO and the spirit of a cooperative
UNDERSTANDING HOW A CO-OP PRIORITIZES THINGS, AND TRUSTING IT, IS ONE
OF THE FOUNDATIONS NEEDED FOR BUILDING LIFE-LONG CUSTOMER-OWNERS

Today’s
Interactions

We’ll start with some round-robin
introductions to get to know each other
▪ With so many people, this will probably
take a couple hours!
Then we’ll brainstorm on a topic where we
might collaborate to make a difference
Then this evening we’ll enjoy a networking
session where we can think (and drink!)
while we discuss our collaborative project

We’re trying a
new rhythm
for this year’s
interactions...

And as other thoughts
occur to you over the
next few weeks, go to
the CEO Strategies page
and leave a comment!

For each topic:
1) Briefing targeted to CEOs
▪ Randy will introduce the topic
2) Presentation by marketplace experts
▪ Tactical responses to the topic from our
technical or other teams (including
software demos, etc.)
3) CEO discussion/brainstorming
▪ A TNT session designed to bring out CU
leaders ready to Teach, Negotiate and
Tell their point of view

Round Robin
Introductions
We’ll be together for the next
3 days, so let’s get to know
each other
This is speed dating – quick
answers that inspire others to
get to know you more

Use your
participant
contact sheet to
take notes!

Your Name
Your Credit Union Name, City and State
How many CEO Strategies sessions have
you attended?
Give one competitive differential credit
unions have that no one can deny
▪ Something unique that banks
don’t have

CEO
Collaboration
Workshop

CEO Strategies

2017

On the way to the future, CEOs
need the chance to influence
the final destination

TUESDAY

The Collaboration
Workshop speaks to the
essence of why credit
unions own CU*Answers:
so that their voice is
heard, their ideas are
worked on, and their
priorities are considered
as part of everything this
CUSO tries to accomplish

Today’s Topic:

CEO Challenges in
Driving Cooperatives in a
Consumer-focused World
In our lust for more “consumers” have we
lost sight of how “owners” secure our
futures?

Can we easily identify our opportunities,
and how we’re different?
“WE’RE DIFFERENT! ACCEPT THIS BASED ON YOUR FAITH IN OUR IDEALS”
“WE’RE DIFFERENT! BELIEVE IT BECAUSE WE SHOW YOU HOW”
 What are the competitive differences at the core of our
business model?
 How would you drive your differences as a competitive
advantage?
▪ Can we list 10 unique differences that might be
candidates to emphasize in our business plans?
▪ Given these 10 differences, how could we change our
regulatory and share insurance environment?
▪ Do we share these 10 differences, based on today’s credit
union community and the diversity within our
communities?
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In trying to gain comparative advantages
over banks, have we lost ground on selling
our comparative differentials?

Where are we today?
HAS OUR FAITH THAT CONSUMERS WILL SEE OUR COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGES VS. BANKS LED TO OUR DEMISE?

 Are individual credit unions counting on their comparative advantages, or their differentials?
“Compared to a bank, I have these advantages...”

A reaction to this statement might be, “Then you’re
just a better bank” (or more likely, “Not really”)

“I’m not a bank, and I do not compete with banks.
I am a cooperative, completely different.”

A reaction to this statement might be, “Show me why
I need a cooperative financial service firm”

 How do regulators/insurers help you succeed based on your differential advantages?
▪ Should they? How would we start a collaborative project to ensure they do?

 How do trades help you succeed based on your differential advantages?
▪ Should they? How would we start a collaborative project to ensure they do?

 How do vendors help you succeed based on your differential advantages?
▪ Should they? How would we start a collaborative project to ensure they do?
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It’s possible we have been forced into a box to compete on comparative
advantages by the very people who should guarantee our differential advantages

Consider our tactics that prove
we’re different
DO YOU ENGAGE THEM? ARE THEY IN YOUR CONSUMERS’ FACES?
 List 5 tactics you have engaged to show you are different, without saying you’re just better at doing
what banks do
 List 5 tactics you wish our network would add, so that we have a growing set of tactics for our future
that prove we are different in a way that can’t be denied?
 When you consider our system players:
▪
▪
▪
▪
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List 3 tactics regulators/insurers could engage to help you succeed based on your differential advantages
List 3 tactics the trades could engage to help you succeed based on your differential advantages
List 3 tactics that vendors could engage to help you succeed based on your differential advantages
Do you believe they’re even trying, or do we have to force their hands?

If you have 100 tactics to show you are better compared
to banks, how many tactics do you have that show
you’re different, in a way that can’t be denied?

Now for the tactical presentations...
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Meet the
presenters

Geoff Johnson, COO

Keegan Daniel, VP Professional Services

David Damstra, VP Marketing Services

Josh Peacock, Analytics Development Manager
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Tactic #1: Treat the world like
they’re insiders
CAN YOU USE DATA ANALYTICS AND
TOOLS FROM ASTERISK INTELLIGENCE
FOR A COMPETITIVE DIFFERENTIAL?

cuanswers.com/asterisk-intelligence
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Asterisk Intelligence is a
team that you should
watch and include in your
2018-2020 business plans

Tactic #1: Treat the world like
they’re insiders
VOLUNTEERS, 3RD PARTIES, AND EVEN YOUR MEMBERS – CAN YOU PUT THEM TO WORK AS OWNERS?
 How do you get a large audience of
contributors to see that you’re different for
the way you interact and respect their input?
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Share data
Share “secrets”
Ask for more than validation – ask for insight
Have conversations (not just marketing)
Vest in their opinions

 For you to be a VIP in their minds,
think of them as VIPs in yours
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Of the 5 pillars we are using to build
Asterisk Intelligence as a major new force,
audience expansion is my favorite

Tactic #2: Pay ownership dividends
(in black and white)
BEYOND MANAGING AND MARKETING GREAT PRICES,
MANAGE FOR A GUARANTEED RETURN TO YOUR OWNERS

Tool #583 Patronage Dividend Configuration

Tool #547 Net Relationships Dashboard
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Tactic #3: Present an ownership
report everywhere
I USED TO WALK RIGHT BY THE OWNERSHIP
REPORT WHENEVER I ENTERED A BRANCH

cuatv.com
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The 1970s version was for bookkeeper types...
the 2020 version had better be for owner types

Customized
ads
Links to
ownership
news

Tactic #4: Engage your owner
lobbyists
HAVE CONVERSATIONS WITH YOUR OWNERS
AS THE GUARDIANS OF THEIR INVESTMENTS

https://tellmewhyimwrong.com/
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Tactic #4: Engage your owner
lobbyists
WE INVITE YOU TO DEFEND YOUR
COOPERATIVE – ACTIVATE THE
GRASSROOTS MOVEMENT
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What do you do when an icon signals a new
level of frustration?

Now let’s do some
CEO-to-CEO
brainstorming...

Has the pendulum swung too far towards
looking for competitive advantages for the
member-consumer to ever swing back
towards the member-owner persona?
▪ How would you answer this question
based on CU business plans and day-today execution?

“A TNT session designed to
bring out CU leaders ready
to Teach, Negotiate and
Tell their point of view

”

▪ Is there an ROI in dedicating investments
to customers versus owners? What is
the split?

Now let’s do some
CEO-to-CEO
brainstorming...

Has the pendulum swung too far towards
looking for competitive advantages for the
member-consumer to ever swing back
towards the member-owner persona?
▪ How would you answer this question
based on regulatory actions towards CUs
and their execution?

“A TNT session designed to
bring out CU leaders ready
to Teach, Negotiate and
Tell their point of view

”

▪ Is there a split in the way regulators
think? Protect customers, control
owners?

Now let’s do some
CEO-to-CEO
brainstorming...

Has the pendulum swung too far towards
looking for competitive advantages for the
member-consumer to ever swing back
towards the member-owner persona?
▪ How would you answer this question
based on the insurance and
management of the share fund?

“A TNT session designed to
bring out CU leaders ready
to Teach, Negotiate and
Tell their point of view

”

▪ Is the fund managed for cooperative
entrepreneurs? Or for something else?

Now let’s do some
CEO-to-CEO
brainstorming...

Has the pendulum swung too far towards
looking for competitive advantages for the
member-consumer to ever swing back
towards the member-owner persona?
▪ How would you answer this question
based on the trades and vendor
marketplace?

“A TNT session designed to
bring out CU leaders ready
to Teach, Negotiate and
Tell their point of view

”

▪ Are they leading or following the
momentum towards building too much
consumerism in our customer-owner
model?

Now let’s do some
CEO-to-CEO
brainstorming...

Has the pendulum swung too far towards
looking for competitive advantages for the
member-consumer to ever swing back
towards the member-owner persona?
▪ How would you answer this question
based on how you personally lead as a
CEO?

“A TNT session designed to
bring out CU leaders ready
to Teach, Negotiate and
Tell their point of view

”

▪ Is there an ROI for you as a CEO to lead
to maximize the owner persona and
invest in it?

When it comes to a
consumer driven
approach to cooperative
financial services, is
there a sustainable
competitive advantage
at all?
Would you get engaged
to convince the
marketplace at every
level?

Would you...

...Change your business plan and alter your
culture?
...Push the regulatory environment to think “owner”
as much as “consumer?”
...Push the insurance environment to think “owner”
as much as “consumer?”
...Push the trades and your vendors
to create value for owners?
...Push yourself to change the
industry? (and do it soon?)

CEO Strategies
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Thanks for the day!

See you in the morning!

